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CBDC 1 Definition

Inside vs outside money
2 Outside money

▷ money that is either of a fiat nature
(unbacked) or backed by some asset
that is not in zero net supply within
the private sector of the economy

▷ money that is a net asset for the
private sector

▷ outside is short for ‘(coming from)
outside the private sector’

2 Inside money

▷ money is an asset representing, or
backed by, any form of private credit
that circulates as a medium of ex-
change

▷ money that is in zero net supply
within the private sector, since it is
one private agent’s liability and at the
same time some other agent’s asset

▷ inside is short for ‘(backed by debt
from) inside the private sector’
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CBDC 1 Definition

Digital CB money
2 Digital CB money

▷ digital/electronic CB money is not a
new concept

▷ it has existed for decades, as reserves
held at a CB by commercial banks and
other selected financial institutions

▷ its purpose is to facilitate cashless
settlement in Real Time Gross Settle-
ment (RTGS) systems

▷ a RTGS is a system in which pro-
cessing and settlement of interbank
transactions take place
▷ on an order-by-order basis (without
netting)

▷ in real time (continuously)

2 CB digital currency (CBDC)

▷ any digital/electronic, fiat liability of
a CB that can be used to settle pay-
ments, or as a store of value

▷ as such, CBDC can be viewed as dig-
ital/electronic narrow money (mone-
tary basis and/or M1)

▷ already exists in the form of CB re-
serves

▷ potentially a new form of electronic
CB money that can be distinguished
from CB reserves
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CBDC 2 Design features

CBDC
2 Several possible features

▷ CBDC displays several design features

▷ the optimal setting of each feature
depends on the reason for which the
CBDC may be introduced

▷ moreover, design features are not all
independent from each other

2 Implications

▷ depending on its design, CBDC has
different implications for CB mandate
▷ for monetary policy, its implemen-
tation, and its transmission

▷ for payment systems
▷ for the structure and stability of the
financial system

2 Implications (cont.)

▷ implications more pronounced, if
CBDC is designed as, or de facto
becomes, an attractive currency

2 Features, per definition

▷ issuer
▷ CB compared to private issuers

▷ form
▷ digital/electronic compared to phy-
sical form
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CBDC 2 Design features

Table 1: design features

feature characteristic

per definition
issuer CB

form digital/electronic

access
form wholesale vs general purpose

within group broad vs restricted

system and technology

system token-based vs account-based (direct vs indirect)

support virtual vs. physical

underlying technology centralized vs decentralized

interest bearing yes vs no

anonymity
vis-à-vis issuer from complete to none

vis-à-vis peers from complete to none

settlement

form gross vs net

timing continuous vs delayed

peer-to-peer transfer yes vs no

irrevocablility from complete to none

operational availability from opening hours to 24-7 availability

trading

convertibility with other CB monies yes vs no

convertibility with banks’ deposits from complete to none

parity with other CB monies yes vs no (intern exchange rate)

limits, caps yes (intern exchange rate) vs no

legal tender yes vs no

Source: own representation.
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CBDC 2 Design features

Access
2 Wholesale CBDC

▷ limits access to a group of users

▷ may enhance settlement efficiency for
transactions involving e.g. securities

▷ has to comply with existing settle-
ment requirements

2 General purpose CBDC

▷ is accessible to several groups of users

▷ serves as an alternative payment in-
strument, compared to bank deposits,
in countries with a disappearing cash
demand

▷ its use may be limited if private pay-
ment products are already in place

2 Broad vs restricted

▷ both CBDC forms can be further re-
stricted within any group of users
▷ e.g. only a subset of commercial
banks uses a given wholesale CBDC

▷ e.g. only a given community can
have access to a general purpose
CBDC
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CBDC 2 Design features

System
2 Token vs account

▷ token-based CBDC
▷ CBDC is transferred from one agent
to another independently of the CB

▷ in the same way that banknotes are
currently circulating

▷ direct account-based CBDC
▷ implemented via accounts held di-
rectly at the CB

▷ transactions are made by the CB
debiting and crediting accounts

▷ indirect account-based CBDC
▷ provided via specially-designated
accounts at commercial banks

▷ banks hold the corresponding funds
in segregated reserves at the CB

2 Verification

▷ token-based CBDC
▷ verification relies on the ability of
the payee to verify the validity of
the payment

▷ key concerns are
◦ whether the token is genuine
(counterfeiting)

◦ whether it has already been spent
(double spending problem)

▷ account-based CBDC
▷ verification depends on the ability
to verify the identity of the account
holder

▷ identification is needed to correctly
link payers and payees

▷ a key concern is identity theft
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CBDC 3 Taxonomy

 

 

Central bank digital currencies 5 
 

The money flower: a taxonomy of money Graph 1 

 
Notes: The Venn-diagram illustrates the four key properties of money: issuer (central bank or not); form (digital or physical); accessibility 
(widely or restricted) and technology (account-based or token-based). CB = central bank, CBDC = central bank digital currency (excluding 
digital central bank money already available to monetary counterparties and some non-monetary counterparties). Private digital tokens 
(general purpose) include crypto-assets and currencies, such as bitcoin and ethereum. Bank deposits are not widely accessible in all 
jurisdictions. For examples of how other forms of money may fit in the diagram, please refer to the source.  

Source: Based on Bech and Garratt (2017). 

2.2 Design features 

In addition to the four core properties highlighted above, there are other design features that will 
determine how a CBDC may serve as a means of payment and a store of value. These choices will have 
implications for payments, monetary policy and financial stability. The most important CBDC design 
options identified to date are listed below. Table 1 provides a comparison of properties across existing 
and potential new forms of central bank money.  

Availability. Currently, access to digital central bank money is limited to central bank operating hours, 
traditionally less than 24 hours a day and usually five days a week.8 CBDCs could be available 24 hours a 
day and seven days a week or only during certain specified times (such as the operating hours of large-
value payment systems). CBDC could be available permanently or for a limited duration (eg it could be 
created, issued and redeemed on an intraday basis). 

  

 

8  The introduction of faster or instant payment systems in an increasing number of jurisdictions has led a number of central 
banks to reconsider the time during which access to digital central bank money is available, with some moving toward 
availability 24 hours a day seven days a week for central bank money settlement of fast retail payments (see CPMI (2016b) and 
Bech et al (2017)). 

Figure 1: Taxonomy, Source: BIS (2018)
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CBDC 3 Taxonomy

Comments
2 CBDC

▷ dark gray petals
▷ CB accounts (general purpose)
▷ CB digital tokens (general purpose)
▷ CB digital tokens (wholesale)

▷ CBDC excludes digital/electronic CB
money already available to banks and
financial institutions in the form of
reserves

2 Private digital tokens

▷ general purpose
▷ tokens include crypto-assets and
crypto-currencies, such as e.g. bit-
coin

▷ wholesale
▷ tokens include crypto-assets and
crypto-currencies, such as e.g. USC
or stable coins
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CBDC 4 Mandate

Traditional CB behavior
2 History

▷ CBDC raises old questions about
▷ the role of CB money
▷ the scope of direct access to CB
liabilities

▷ the structure of financial interme-
diation, i.e. the role of commercial
banks

▷ with respect to access, CB have done
the following
▷ limited access to (digital) account-
based forms of CB money to banks
and other financial/public institu-
tions

▷ made physical CB money (cash)
widely accessible, and usually of-
fered completely elastically

2 History (cont.)

▷ the traditional CB behavior has served
both the public and the financial sys-
tem well

▷ therefore, this behavior has also set
a high bar for changing the current
system
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CBDC 4 Mandate

Motivation for the emission of CBDC
2 For

▷ the CBDC emission could be cheaper
because production, management,
and destruction of cash are expen-
sive duties

not proven yet, difficult to mea-
sure

▷ a CBDC could make monetary policy
easier and more effective

not proven yet, shown in cer-
tain models, under which economic
circumstances still completely open

2 For (cont.)

▷ CB may fear competition from
privately-issued currencies

wrong, competition not new
and not forbidden, moreover only
CB offer legal tender money

▷ the society is moving towards a pa-
perless society

correct, but only in the long
term

CBDC could be a natural develop-
ment in a paperless society

correct, but the speed of adjust-
ment is not clear yet
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CBDC 4 Mandate

Motivation against the emission of CBDC
2 Against

▷ CBDC could be more expensive than
cash management

not proven yet, difficult to mea-
sure

▷ CBDC is such a quantum leap and
a technological challenge, that some
knowledge is still missing

correct, much more research
needed, public awareness to be im-
proved

2 Against (cont.)

▷ CBDC may not be legal
correct in certain jurisdictions,

a change of law may be needed before
a possible emission
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

Assumptions for the rest of presentation
2 CBDC

▷ account-based

▷ general purpose

2 Some implications

▷ only two types of CB money, notes
(cash) and CBDC (replacing and ex-
tending reserves)

▷ notes and CBDC can be used by both
the banking sector and the non-bank,
private sector
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

Representation
2 Simple representation

▷ stylized balance sheets

▷ with and without CBDC

▷ three key sectors of the economy
▷ CB
▷ banking sector
▷ non-bank, private sector

▷ although the public sector is not rep-
resented, there are public bonds

2 Some implications

▷ with CBDC, private sector can hold
electronic CB money

▷ private sector partly substitutes from
assets such as bonds, deposits, and
banknotes into CBDC

▷ the impact on composition/size of the
different balance sheets depends on
the substitution
▷ from banknotes: changes the com-
position of CB liabilities and private
sector assets

▷ from deposits/bonds: has more sig-
nificant impacts on the balance
sheets of the banking and private
sector
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet
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Figure 1: Balance sheets without and with CBDC
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Figure 1: Balance sheets without and with CBDC

9Table 2: balance sheets (CB; banking sector; non-bank, private sector), Source: Meaning et al. (2018), own representation
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

Example: operation 1
2 Asset purchases

▷ the CB increases the aggregate supply
of CBDC in the economy
▷ by purchasing financial assets from
the non-bank, private sector

▷ and by paying for these assets with
newly-created CBDC

▷ operations
▷ the private sector sells and transfers
a bond to the CB

▷ the CB pays for this asset by issuing
new CBDC, which is credited to the
CBDC account of the private sector

2 Asset purchases (cont.)

▷ impact on balance sheets
▷ the CB balance sheet has expanded,
since the new asset (the bond) is
matched by a new liability (CBDC)

▷ for the non-bank, private sector,
one asset (the bond) has been re-
placed by another (CBDC)

▷ while the composition of private
sector’s assets has changed, there
is no change in the total quantity
of assets

▷ there is no change in the balance
sheet of the banking sector
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

before asset purchases (CB; non-bank, private sector) after asset purchases (CB; non-bank, private sector)

Figure 2: Varying the aggregate supply of CBDC through asset purchases
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Table 3: asset purchases; Source: Meaning et al. (2018), own representation
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

Example: operation 2
2 Deposit withdrawal

▷ an important feature around CBDC is
how it interacts with bank deposits

▷ assumption: depositors are able to
withdraw CBDC on demand in the
same way that they can withdraw
banknotes

▷ operations
▷ when depositors request to with-
draw CBDC from their deposit ac-
count, banks reduce the balance of
the depositors’ account

▷ banks pay CBDC across the CB bal-
ance sheet to the depositors’ CBDC
account

2 Deposit withdrawal (cont.)

▷ impact on balance sheets
▷ the banks’ balance sheet shrinks
by the amount of the withdrawal
(banks lose deposits and CBDC,
transferred across to private sec-
tor’s CBDC accounts at the CB)

▷ depositors swap one asset for an-
other, without change in the size of
their balance sheet

▷ the overall impact on banks’ bal-
ance sheet is identical to that of a
cash withdrawal

▷ there is no change in the CB bal-
ance sheet (like substitution be-
tween cash and reserves, in case
of cash withdrawal)
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CBDC 5 Balance sheet

before withdrawal (CB; non-bank, private sector) after withdrawal (CB; non-bank, private sector)
Figure 3: Balance sheets without and with CBDC
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Figure 3: Balance sheets without and with CBDC

13

Table 4: deposit withdrawal; Source: Meaning et al. (2018), own representation
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CBDC 6 Financial stability

Risks
2 Disintermediation

▷ CBDC create the opportunity to hold
digital outside money

▷ allowing CBDC withdrawals from de-
posits on demand has implications for
banks’ funding and liquidity

▷ the reduction in demand for deposits
has the effect of shrinking the ag-
gregate size of the banking sector’s
balance sheet

▷ this can pose a challenge to the cur-
rent bank business model

2 Disintermediation (cont.)

▷ scenario not likely, because CB partly
control the attractiveness of CBDC
▷ CBDC is not a perfect substitute
for deposits, it does not offer many
of the services that deposits do

▷ depends on the extent to which CB
are willing to undertake the role
that the banking sector has tradi-
tionally played in the provision of
cashless means of payment

▷ banks not passive, respond to the
competition
▷ offering a higher return to maintain
their deposit base

▷ evolving their offer to depositors
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CBDC 6 Financial stability

Risks
2 Runs to CBCD

▷ possibility of a rapid substitution from
deposits to CBDC, i.e. a so-called
bank run

▷ with CBDC, the speed of a run could
be quicker, and the cost of running
could be less than with cash

▷ CB may have to replace the funding
that banks have lost after a bank run

▷ to reduce this risk, discouraging large
withdrawals of deposits/CBCD, which
in turn may have an impact on the
price (i.e. exchange rate between the
different monies)

2 Runs to CBCD (cont.)

▷ theoretically, run risks can be miti-
gated by removing the requirement for
banks to convert deposits to CBDC

▷ however, the ability of depositors to
exchange deposits for CB money on
demand is fundamental in maintain-
ing the confidence in bank deposits

▷ moreover, several CB activities (i.e.
lender of last resort, liquidity require-
ments, deposit insurance) are geared
towards ensuring that convertibility is
always possible
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Money market
2 Monetary policy implementation

▷ a fundamental element of monetary
policy is the CB ability to set a short-
term interest rate, in general the ON
rate, for CB money

▷ the money market generally works
with either a corridor system or a
floor system

2 Corridor system

▷ prior to the crisis, CB used to target
the interest rate in the secondary mar-
ket for reserves and set supply such
that the market clears at that rate

▷ in order to insulate this rate from
large demand shocks
▷ CB could set a floor to the mar-
ket, by offering to remunerate at
least some reserves at a deposit
rate lower than the target rate

▷ CB could set a ceiling by offering to
lend CB money perfectly elastically
at a rate higher than the target rate
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CBDC 7 Transmission
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Figure 2: monetary policy implementation and the money market
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CBDC 7 Transmission

supply of reserves
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Figure 3: corridor system
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Money market
2 Floor system

▷ since the financial crisis, many CB
have expanded the quantity of re-
serves significantly

▷ this has led to a shift in implementa-
tion to a floor system

▷ in a floor system the quantity of re-
serves are expanded such that the
market clears at the rate paid on re-
serves and all reserves are remuner-
ated at that rate

2 Floor system (cont.)

▷ thus the relevant rate for the stance
of policy is no longer the secondary
market rate for CB money, but rather
the interest rate on reserves

▷ as the supply of reserves is at least suf-
ficient to essentially satiate demand
for CB money, secondary market ac-
tivity notably diminishes
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CBDC 7 Transmission

supply of reserves

demand of reserves lending facility rate

policy rate = deposit facility rate
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Figure 4: floor system
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Money market with CBDC
2 Demand

▷ the demand shifts to the right, due
to the non-bank, private sector who
previously could not access CBDC

▷ the shift extent depends on the at-
tractiveness of CBDC

2 Impact on interest rate

▷ the increase in demand may not be
large enough to reach the supply
curve, keeping the interest rate at
the floor

▷ if the demand is large enough so that
it reaches the supply curve, the CB
has two options, i.e. accommodate
the demand or not

2 Impact on interest rate (cont.)

▷ if the CB expands supply sufficiently
then it keeps the prevailing interest
rate at the floor

▷ if the CB does not fully accommodate
the demand, then a corridor system
appears
▷ the interest rate rises
▷ CBDC is redistributed
◦ banks divest themselves of CBDC
to the point of inflection in the
original demand curve, something
they currently cannot do (at the
aggregate level)

◦ the non-bank, private sector ac-
quire the excess CBDC holdings
from the banks
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CBDC 7 Transmission
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Figure 5: money market with CBDC
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Money market with CBDC
2 Interbank market

▷ CBDC leads to a fundamental change
in the nature of the ON market for
CB money
▷ currently, the ON market for CB
money is an interbank market, as
only banks participate

▷ there is a relatively small, homoge-
neous set of agents trading for a
relatively homogeneous set of pur-
poses, e.g. to smooth liquidity and
payments shocks

▷ with CBDC, banks still trade CB
money with each other, but this
interbank lending is only a possible
segment of the CBDC market

2 Interbank market (cont.)

▷ example, liquidity requirements
▷ a bank requiring CB money borrows
those funds from the non-bank, pri-
vate sector or from the banking sec-
tor

▷ increase liquidity and competition

▷ example, excess CBDC liquidity
▷ banks lend it to a wide range of
non-bank, private agents

▷ but unclear size of this demand for
short-term funding

▷ example, alternative to deposits
▷ non-bank, private sector holds
funds at the CB and earn the CBDC
rate, which increases the efficacy of
the floor
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Term structure with CBDC
2 Longer term

▷ currently, term lending of CB reserves
is limited to relatively short horizons

▷ the broader nature of the CBDC mar-
ket results in a more varied range
of motives for lending and borrowing
CBDC

▷ therefore, it may be more likely that
CBDC is lent at longer terms than
traditional CB reserves

2 Structure

▷ these longer loans may give rise to a
term structure on CB money

2 Structure (cont.)

▷ similarly, there is thus a market for
contracts that trade on the expecta-
tions of ON rates
▷ like ON index swap rates and Fed
Funds Futures do currently

▷ for which the rate for CBDC in the
secondary market could become the
point of reference

▷ thus by guiding market expectations
for the future path of the policy rate,
CB can shift the term structure of
CBDC, which would then directly af-
fect the interest rates on any con-
tracts specified in CBDC
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to financial markets
2 Pass-through (PT)

▷ CBDC may affect the extent and
speed of the PT from changes in the
policy rate to other interest rates

▷ if the CBDC interest rate changes,
but deposit rates do not move by
an equal amount, then people may
reallocate their portfolio

▷ this would create flows between de-
posits and CBDC

▷ the PT from policy rates to deposit
and wholesale rates has been esti-
mated to be less than one, thus CBDC
is likely to strengthen this stage of
transmission

2 PT (cont.)

▷ whether there is a change in the PT
from changes in the policy rate to
changes in deposit depends on how
banks react

▷ depositors can more easily and less
costly move between deposits and
CBDC, so banks have to respond
quickly to stem deposit flows

▷ but banks may react to the increased
flightiness of deposits by changing
their funding models to rely more on
term funding

▷ e.g. in ‘locking in’ deposits, implying
that the PT to interest rates paid on
deposits is ultimately slower
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to financial markets
2 Transmission

▷ the PT strength to bank lending rates
would likely be affected along two
avenues

▷ first avenue
▷ ceteris paribus, larger changes in
deposit and wholesale rates for a
given change in the policy rate
mean a larger impact on banks’
funding costs

▷ for a given mark-up on these fund-
ing costs, this has a larger impact
on loan rates

2 Transmission (cont.)

▷ second avenue
▷ CBDC might enable greater compe-
tition in the provision of credit and
allow the non-bank, private sector
to make loans more easily

▷ peer-to-peer lenders no longer have
to clear settlements through their
competitors in the banking sector,
as is currently necessary in the ex-
isting system of tiered access to CB
money

▷ this increased sensitivity of both
funding costs and lending rates to
changes in the policy rate may
strengthen the bank lending chan-
nel
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to the real economy
2 Interest rate channel

▷ there is no reason why a CBDC influ-
ences the strength of the interest rate
channel

▷ this channel is based on the deep pa-
rameters determining the intertempo-
ral preferences and decision making
of economic agents, which are un-
likely to be influenced by the choosen
medium of payment, i.e. a CBDC,
bank deposits, or some other assets

2 Exchange rate channel

▷ the exchange rate channel may be-
come more sensitive to a change in
the policy rate, as international differ-
entials in market interest rates widen
by more

▷ think of a UIP condition in which the
two rates of interest that matter are
the bond rate in each currency

▷ when a given change in the domestic
policy rate leads to a greater change
in the bond rate, then the exchange
rate will have to move by more to
fulfill the UIP

▷ safe-haven considerations also apply
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to the real economy
2 Bank-lending channel

▷ strengthening
▷ the funding costs of banks likely
become more sensitive to changes
in policy rates

▷ the additional competition in credit
provision may make the PT to lend-
ing rates more complete

▷ weakening
▷ the fact that deposit rates are now
above policy rates could squeeze
the net interest margins of the
banking sector, which, among other
things results in lower profits, con-
straining banks’ ability to lend

2 Bank-lending channel (cont.)

▷ weakening (cont.)
▷ CBDC can disintermediate the
banking sector and significantly re-
duce the size of its aggregate bal-
ance sheet

▷ overall effect
▷ it is therefore apparent that a
trade-off exists between the two
forces CBDC exert on transmission
through the banking sector

▷ overall effect currently unclear
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to the real economy
2 Role of banks

▷ banks are currently crucially involved
in money creation, a key part of the
impact of the bank lending channel

▷ banks lend by issuing new deposits,
creating money and purchasing power

▷ non-bank, private lenders transfer ex-
isting purchasing power (either de-
posits or CBDC) from savers to bor-
rowers, but do not create any new
purchasing power

▷ banks can continue to lend by issuing
deposits, but they could alternatively
choose to ‘lend CBDC’, without cre-
ating new money

2 Role of banks (cont.)

▷ banks may continue to prefer to lend
by issuing new deposits

▷ there is unlikely to be demand for
borrowing in CBDC specifically

▷ as long as the sellers of goods/services
can substitute between deposits and
CBDC, then they should be neutral
between receiving payments in CBDC
or deposits

▷ borrowers should also be neutral, the
interest rate on loans for a given level
of risk and term should be the same
whether it is CBDC or deposits that
are borrowed
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CBDC 7 Transmission

Transmission to the real economy
2 Transmission

▷ CBDC may most likely strengthen the
impact of changes in the policy rate
on the real economy

▷ predominantly through increased PT
from policy rates to other interest
rates in the economy

▷ CBDC implies that policy rates nee-
ded to vary by less over the cycle to
stabilize the economy, conditioned on
the same shocks afflicting the econ-
omy

2 Monetary policy transmission

▷ CBDC do not affect the CB discretion
in implementing monetary policy

▷ if flows into CBDC are large and not
associated with offsetting declines in
banknotes, some challenges may arise

2 Instruments

▷ CBDC can enrich the options offered
by the monetary policy toolkit
▷ by strengthening the PT of policy
rate changes to other interest rates

▷ by addressing the ELB problem,
with cash abolition

▷ CBDC theoretically makes helicopter
money possible
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CBDC 8 AML and CFT

Implications
2 Framework

▷ nomenclature
▷ AML, anti-money laundering
▷ CFT, combating the financing of
terrorism

▷ a CB introducing a CBDC has to
ensure the fulfillment of AML and
CFT requirements

2 AML/CFT (cont.)

▷ the key element is the anonymity of
the currency

▷ an anonymous general purpose CBDC
may raise concerns and challenges,
if it becomes widely used globally,
including for illegal transactions

▷ a non-anonymous general purpose
CBDC allowing for digital records and
traces may improve the application of
AML and CFT rules
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CBDC 9 Research

Ongoing works
2 International cooperation

▷ CB and other authorities should con-
tinue to monitor digital innovations

▷ CB should keep reviewing how their
operations can be affected

▷ CB should continue to engage with
each other closely

▷ CB should monitoring private digital
tokens that are neither the liability
of any individual or institution nor
backed by any authority

▷ volatile CBDC valuation and inad-
equate investor/consumer protection
make them unreliable as a common
means of payment, a stable store of
value or an unit of account

2 Research

▷ any steps towards the possible launch
of a CBDC should be subject to care-
ful and thorough consideration

▷ further research on the possible ef-
fects on interest rates, the structure
of intermediation, financial stability
and financial supervision is warranted

▷ the effects on movements in exchange
rates and other asset prices remain
largely unknown and also deserve fur-
ther exploration, end
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